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Snakes are an integral element within all habitats where they are found.
Snakes not only maintain the fitness of their prey but are themselves food for a
variety of predators. They are a vital part of the landscape.
At the Research Ranch we are concerned with all living things and the natural
systems that support them. Our continuing efforts to locate and document sensitive
areas within the Ranch are of special concern. Winter is a test of survival for reptiles
where winter temperatures drop below freezing. If they cannot find a suitable location
to wait out winter conditions while inactive, they simply freeze and die. Reptiles do not
hibernate, (remaining inactive for the duration of cold weather) but instead enter a
state known as brumation, during which they are responsive to rises and drops in
temperatures. Snakes have been known to bask on warm sunny days
while surrounded by snow.
Rattlesnakes, as well as other snake species are attracted to rocky areas. These
rocky locations provide shelter, basking locations as well as attracting many of their
prey species. If these rocky areas meet certain requirements they are often used by
rattlesnakes as well as other small creatures to safely ride out winter conditions.
Rattlesnake physiology does not allow them to burrow or force their way into many
hiding locations. The majority of snake species that occur at the Ranch are better
equipped to squeeze into smaller spaces. These species will have other options
available such as tree hollows, small animal burrows, ant or termite nest
or the ability to burrow into soft soils, as well as utilize rocky situations
to survive winter conditions.
Rattlesnake wintering den sites will usually face south or southwest; it is usually well
exposed to be warmed by the winter sun. The cracks, holes or crevices in the rocks
themselves are often narrow but are large enough to allow them to easily crawl into
them. Most importantly these openings must go deep enough into the earth to avoid
freezing temperatures. This is not to say that rocky ledges and crevices are the only
places where rattlesnakes can survive a winter, only that they are preferred sites.
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Rocky locations with deep crevices or boulder piles are somewhat rare within the
Research Ranch. The wintering sites thus far identified (eight) are within our major
creek drainages. These sites identified are utilized by small numbers of snakes
(from 2 to10). However, crotalids are more numerous through the entirety of the
Ranch. It is likely that wintering snakes on the Ranch must also take advantage of
abandoned rodent burrows or smaller openings in rocky areas that may
support single or smaller snakes.
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Four rattlesnake species are known to occur at the Research Ranch:
western diamondback (Crotalus atrox), black-tailed (Crotalus molossus),
banded rock (Crotalus lepidus) and Mohave rattlesnake (Crotalus scutulatus).
Mohave rattlesnakes currently have not been seen at these rocky den locations
and likely ride out the winter in animal burrows underground in open grassland.
Rock rattlesnakes are considered rare on the Ranch and their preferred
wintering sites have not yet been identified.
In February 2011, a survey began for potential rattlesnake wintering sites;
these surveys continue annually. These searches are conducted whenever time
permits or when weather conditions seem most likely to locate snakes visible on
the surface. Rocky areas with crevices or holes are sought out and examined.
One den site was already known to AWRR staff and is still active.
Identified sites are primarily located near the west-central
boundary of the Research Ranch.
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Current site locations
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Rocky canyons, washes, and ravines with rock outcroppings are typical
locations for wintering sites. Sunny southern exposures are preferred
but not always essential for over-wintering.
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We usually consider temperatures as they are measured by air temperature.
However, even on cold days the surface temperature on the ground can be quite
different, especially after several hours of direct sunlight.

The temperature reading above was taken at one site on February 18, 2012 at 2:22
p.m. The reading on the left is the ground temperature next to the snake. The reading
on the right was the surface body temperature of the snake. The air temperature was
58 degrees Fahrenheit. Reptiles use a behavior known as thermoregulation, moving
from a warm location to a cool location to maintain a constant body temperature.
In this case from direct sunlight to shade.

This temperature reading was taken on March 27, 2015 at 2:11 p.m. Again the
reading on the left is the ground temperature next to the snake.
The reading on the right was the surface body temperature of the snake.
The air temperature was 61degrees Fahrenheit.
Surveys at sites are usually more successful during mid-afternoon between 1:00
and 3:00 p.m. on sunny, clear, calm days. Late winter and early spring surveys
(February, March & April) have proved to be more successful finding snakes.
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Rattlesnake sightings are considered common on the Ranch from April through September, but snakes may be encountered any time during the year.
Caution should always be taken when walking afield. When nearing snake
wintering sites, this is even more true. Knowing that snakes are usually there,
you should always be aware of where you step and place your hands.
Snakes are masters of camouflage and are often basking or resting several meters
from the known retreat holes and crevices.
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This site at Post may have been more active in past years. However, a pinon pine
tree has grown larger over the years and now covers the site with shade during most
of the winter. Black-tails are occasionally seen as well as Sonoran whipsnakes
(Coluber bilineatus) and Sonoran gopher snakes (Pituophis catenifer affinis).

This male black-tail (center) had been seen on several surveys, 2012 & 2013.

This pair of Sonoran Whipsnakes (Coluber bilineatus) was found in spring of 2015.
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This particular site at Post is small. However, it is routinely used by diamondbacks
and occasionally by black-tails. During 2013, five diamondbacks were seen piled
together in this recessed hole.

A western diamondback enjoying heat from the rock surfaces that were
warmed earlier by sunlight. Note the small opening to this site.

A young black-tail keeping itself warm by exposing one coil to sunlight.
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This Post site is primarily utilized by black-tails,
diamondbacks are occasionally seen.

The photo in the lower left reveals a black-tail head to the right and the coil of a
diamondback to the left. Sonoran whipsnakes, top right photo, are often found
at this site. The remaining two photos are black-tails.
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This site at Post was known to Ranch staff prior to the start of the survey in 2011.
Primarily utilized by diamondbacks, black-tails have been occasionally
seen at this location.
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At different sites during 2013, two female black-tails remained at their dens. They
were observed basking on several surveys during the summer months. August 24,
2013 at O’Donnell, the female was found with six newborn. On August 30th at Post
canyon, the female there was also found with six newborn. We can assume that
gravid (pregnant) females may use these safe hiding /basking locations while
they are carrying developing young.
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In 2011 and 2012, this site at O’Donnell was exclusively utilized by diamondbacks.
Wood rats took over these crevices in 2013. Rodents are mainstay food items.
However, when snakes are inactive during cold weather they are at risk from attack
or possible predation from rodents; snakes tend to avoid those situations.
On February 11, 2015, three diamondbacks were again found at this site.
Two male snakes sighted had been previously marked on February 4th at a
neighboring den site.
These males may have moved to this site to search for mates, a location which may
have been productive in years past.
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This hilltop outcrop at O’Donnell has proven to be the most active site so far
discovered. As many as ten snakes have been seen at once.
It is used by both diamondbacks and black-tails.
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February through April, snakes are routinely seen at this hilltop O’Donnell site.
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This site at O’Donnell is unique as it is utilized
exclusively by black-tails. As many as six
were seen during one survey. Upslope from
this rock outcrop, rock rattlesnakes have
been documented as well as Arizona
mountain kingsnakes.
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This site in O'Donnell, located March 31, 2011, is a possible example of a small
location which may be used by a single snake. No other snakes have been found at
this site since 2011. This may not be a den site but a hide/hunt location used after
dispersal during early spring.
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This small site was discovered February 27, 2014 in Turkey creek. There are two
large boulders with an opening extending into the ground. Two male western
diamondbacks were found at this site. The photo below illustrates a technique to see
into dark crevices and openings by reflecting sunlight with a handheld mirror.
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The southern section of the Research Ranch has not thoroughly been searched for
den sites, primarily due to time constraints at the appropriate times for searches.
This site was discovered March 13, 2015. This single black-tail was found; this is an
ideal location and likely supports other snakes.
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Abandoned rodent burrows no doubt serve
as wintering sites for rattlesnakes as well
as non-venomous snakes. It is likely that
these types of situations are where
Mohave rattlesnakes overwinter.
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Crotalid Marking Project
During April 2013, a project began to attempt to assess rattlesnake populations within
the Research Ranch. The idea and the method used was to mark individual snake
rattles with fingernail polish. Rattlesnakes shed their skins throughout their life
however, they do not shed their rattles but add a new button to the rattle each time
they shed their skin. Rattles can often break and the polish can wear off but the hope
was that it might last for up to two years as it has been known to in other
locations. The realities soon became apparent through positive identification with
photographs on re-sightings of snakes, that the best that we could hope for is around
seven months. While this may not gather long-term information of rattlesnake
movements, it has brought forth short-term information on some of their wanderings.

Rattlesnake survey
at the Research
Ranch
Find them,
mark them
and
keep track of it all
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Re-sightings of marked snakes have been rare. With the limited time in which the
fingernail polish may last, marking has only been a tool to assess numbers in the fall
and spring, while they are utilizing den sites. After they disperse from these
sites they are rarely, if ever encountered.
Movement between sites
On February 4, 2015 two male diamondbacks were marked at O’Donnell site three.
On February 11th these same snakes were sighted at den site one after traveling
approximately 400 meters. These males may have moved to this site to search for
mates, a location which may have been productive in previous years.
Relocated snakes
When rattlesnakes are found near our buildings, (where they may be a hazard for
people), they are marked and relocated to a site approximately
1/2 mile from HQ in O’Donnell wash.
One snake made repeated visits in 2015: found and marked at big adobe patio 7/20;
bird feeder in the backyard of the little adobe on 8/5; front of little adobe garage on
8/27; found by little adobe front porch on 9/10. This snake was determined to stick
around. Marking was helpful to know that it was the same snake.

When possible, Photos are taken to
further assist
identification

Often scars are visible
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